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McGovernomicsÆ ^,51

a substantial increase in the possible to ease the difference 
income of the poor without between rich and poor (as 
affecting the income received proposed by 
by the middle class.
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majority. It also is an indication 
that the basic theoretical ideas 
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17.6% 
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41.0%

In 1971 the lowest fifth of 
income earners received 5.6%of 
the National Income (Table 1), 
while the highest fifth (ap
proximately those who earn 
more than $16,000 ) received 41% 
of the National Income.

Leaving the middle three- 
fifths untouched, it is possible to 
increase the amount of income 
the lowest fifth earns by 40% 
(Table 2) while decreasing the 
amount the highest fifth earns 
by only 5%.

lowest fifth 
2nd fifth 
3rd fifth 
4th fifth 
highest fifth
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McGovern Speaks Out
15>

IfkSm
McGovern points to the fact that 
France quickly regained her 
international prestige after 
total and immediate with
drawal from Vietnam in 1954.

The basic premise of 
McGovernomics dates back to 
the time of Robin Hood — that 
is, 'take from the rich, and give 
to the poor.’ McGovern plans to 

An indication of the direction achieve this humanitarian ideal
of American politics can be through a guaranteed annual
discovered by a study of the income, as well as a type of
philosophical and moral family allowance plan,
questions which form the 
foundations of McGovern's plauding McGovern’s idealism,
stance on the war and welfare. claim it would be impossible to

Briefly, McGovern’s stand on finance all of McGovern’s
these issues is that there should welfare programs without
be less of one and more of the heavily taxing the middle class,
other. He has quoted President However, a careful studv of the
Eisenhower as saying in 1953: 1971 Statistical Abstracts for the

“Every gun that is made, United States will show that a
every warship launched, every small decrease in the income
rocket fired, signifies, in the shared by the rich can result in
final sense, a theft from those

by Mike Donovan 
The current Presidential 

election in the United States is 
an important matter for 
Canadians since it is obvious 
that the American Government 
has more control over the 
welfare of the Canadian people 
than the Canadian Government 
has.
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PercentageMany observers, while ap- mof 1
National 

Income Shared HE LOST?
I,owest fifth 
2nd fifth 
3rd fifth 
4th fifth
Highest fifth 39.0% (minus 5%) 

This proves clearly that it is

7.3% (plus 40%) 
12.3%(nochange) 
17.6%(no change) 
23.4% (no change) iOufReoch 

Tutoring 
needs tutors.

rh»ewhTie"dteno( Teach-In On Indochina
clothed.”

McGovern argues for a 
drastic cut in defense spending,
a 90-day, complete withdrawl projected plans for a teach-in
from South-east Asia, a 56% the Indochina war on November weekly, Sundays at 3:30 p.m. A
decrease in NATO support, and is at Dalhousie. The history of lot of organizational work still
an end to the military ar- the war its cases and especially needs to be done for the teach-
mament of Dictatorships ( such recent developments of the war in. All interested persons are
as the one in Greece), will be the main topics. urged to help by attending our
McGovern believes that the The IAC is composed of meetings.
United States can no longer 
afford the myth that it is her 
destiny and duty to save the 
world from Communism. Also, 
in answer to the dubious catch-

IThe Indochinaction Com- students and community 
mittee met on October 22 and members who concerned about

on the war. The committee meets

WOUND Hfium
Tame Creme Rinse 16 oz. (oily and 
regular)Sports Car Centre of the MaritimesT

HALIFAX
BRITISH MOTORS

LIMITED

regular $2.19 
special $1.79 «piirase “an honorable peace,”

BRITIBH

regular $2.50 
special $1.59

Balsam Plus Hair Conditionerneimlngnum
LEYLANO

2386 Maynard St. / RHONE 422 -7456TYPEWRITERS
Authorized regular $1.25 

special $ .99
Redoxin Vitamin CAddmt Machines - Calculators - Photo 

Copiers - Harde, l Filling Equipment

SALES - SERVICE - RENTALS
Austin Mini—Marina—Midget 

MGB-MGB "GT— Spitfire 
GT-6—TR 6—Jaguar regular $6.90 

special $5.95
Chewable Vitamin E429-6888

OFFICE EQUIPMENT LTD.

AUTHORIZED REMINGTON DEALER
5577 Cunard St., Halifax

<

Rarts/Sales/Service 1regular $2.45 
special $2.07

Gelusol Tablets 100’s
- 4

.representative: Charles Conrad. buy one can ($1.99) 
get another for ltf.

Hour After Hour Deoderant

* * *
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E A PRIEE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3
Jazz ‘n’ Suds, Green Room, SUB

* * *

FRIDAY TO SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3-12
“Revelations” at Second Stage

* * *

NOVEMBER 3, 9,10
Various groups at the Grawood Lounge, SUB

* * *

BOUTIQUE
-Gifts, Arts & Crafts

Fashions for all ages
Also: Fashion Parties 

and
Craft Demonstrations 

by arrangement 
Call 423-2678

O'WIEN DRUG HWT
(between Barrington and Granville)5189 Sackville St.


